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000354/ 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF 
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
June 5, 2001 
The Regents of the University of New Mexico met on Tuesday, June 5, 2001, in the Roberts 
Room of Scholes Hall. A copy of the public notice is on file in the Office of the President. 
Regents Present: 
Larry D. Willard, President 
Jack L. Fortner, Vice President 
David Archuleta, Secretary/Treasurer 
Judith C. Herrera 
Eric Anaya 
Also Present: 
Advisors to the Regents 
Rachel Jenks, President, Graduate and Professional Student Association 
John Geissman, President, Faculty Senate 
Andrea Cook, President, Associated Students ofUNM 
J ames Herrera, President, Staff Council 
UNM ProvostlVice President for Academic Affairs, Brian Foster, Members of the 
Administration, the Media and Others 
Absent: 
Sandra Begay-Campbell, Regent 
Richard Toliver, Regent 
William Gordon, President 
Gary Golden, President, Alumni Association 
Mary Poole, Chair, UNM Foundation 
Regent President Larry D. Willard called the meeting to order at 1:01 p.m. 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Immediately following the open meeting on May 11,2001, the Regents met in executive session 
regarding pending/threatened litigation, pursuant to Section 10-15-1.H.(7) NMSA 1978, and 
personally identifiable information concerning an individual student pursuant to Section 10-
15.1.H(4) NMSA 1978, and limited personnel matters, pursuant to Section 10-15-1.H.(2) NMSA 
1978. The executive session was noticed. All Regents w~re present and hereby attest that the 
000355 
only matters discussed in the executive session were pending/threatened litigation, and limited • 
personnel matters. 
ADOPTION OF AGENDA 
Regent Fortner moved to adopt the agenda. Regent Herrera seconded the motion. Voice vote 
was taken and Board members unanimously approved. Motion carried. 
PUBLIC INPUT 
There was no public input. 
APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES OF THE MAY 11, 2001 BOARD MEETING 
Regent Herrera moved for approval of the summarized minutes of the May 11, 200 1 Board 
meeting. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT - PROVOST/VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS BRIAN FOSTER 
Brian Foster, PhD, Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs, presented an administrative • 
report on behalf of and in the absence of President William C. Gordon who was out of town on 
Mountain West Conference business for UNM. 
Dean of Engineering Announced 
After an extensive national search process that produced a very strong pool of candidates, Joseph 
L. Cecchi has been appointed as Dean of Engineering at UNM, effectively immediately. 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences Search Update 
Dr. Foster reported that he hopes to announce the Dean for the College of Arts and Sciences 
within a week. 
Dean of the College of Fine Arts Search 
Dr. Foster reported that the search for a permanent dean for the College of Fine Arts was 
postponed. He announced that Dr. Christopher Mead has been appointed Interim Dean for the 
College of Fine Arts effective July 1,2001. 
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• Associate Provost for Curriculum and Instruction Announced 
• 
• 
Dr. Foster announced that Dr. Nancy Uscher has been appointed as Associate Provost for 
Curriculum and Instruction effective June 1, 2001. Dr. Uscher has served as Interim Associate 
Provost since 1999 and also as Interim Dean of University College. 
Two Searches Postponed 
Dr. Foster announced that two other searches have been postponed due to running out of time. 
The two searches postponed are the position of Dean of Graduate Studies and Dean of University 
College. These internal searches will be brought to closure when the fall semester resumes. 
Faculty Honors and Awards Announced 
Dr. Foster announced that UNM Civil Engineering Professor and Regents' Lecturer Timothy 1. 
Ross has been named to the Fulbright International Education Exchange Program for 2001-2002, 
one of only eight American senior scholars receiving Fulbright grants for study in Canada. The 
project is named "Safety Assessments for the Canadian National Railroad System: A New 
Hybrid Approach." 
Marc Ingber, Professor and Chair ofUNM Mechanical Engineering, has been elected as a Fellow 
in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers . 
UNM Biology Professor James Brown has received the Ecological Society of America Eugene 
P. Odum Award for Excellence in Ecology Education. The name of his project was "Scaling of 
Biodiversity: Physical and Biological Foundations of Ecological Principles," with UNM Biology 
Professor Bruce Milne and Los Alamos National Laboratory physicist, Geoffrey West as co-
private investigators. 
Professor Arthur Guenther, Research Professor at UNM Center for High Technology Materials, 
has been awarded the New Mexico Distinguished Public Service Award by Governor Johnson. 
UNM Health Sciences Center Receives Grant 
Dr. Foster announced that the UNM Health Sciences Center has received a $9.6 million grant in 
an Institutional Development Award from the National Institutes of Health to help establish an 
NIH Center for Biomedical Research Excellence. The grant was obtained by Dr. Y oshio Okada 
of the UNM School of Medicine's Department of Neurology. The grant will enable the HSC to 
construct a state-of-the-art neuroimaging facility for brain research. 
Youth Sports Program 
Dr. Foster announced that about 500 area children will participate in the National Youth Sports 
Program held at Johnson Center. The program will be administered by the UNM College of 
Education Division of Physical Performance and Development. 
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COMMENTS FROM REGENTS' ADVISORS 
John Geissman, President - Faculty Senate 
John Geissman, Faculty Senate President, did not present a report. 
J ames Herrera, President, Staff Council 
J ames Herrera, Staff Council President, noted that a new Staff Council has been seated and 
Executive Committee and have established strategic goals for the current Council term: 1) 
continue to oversee the needs of former UNM staff that were consolidated with University 
Hospital (UH) staff to address their work issues; 2) Staff Council representation in conjunction 
with the Council's UH Consolidated Ad Hoc Committee will seek ways to promote the Council 
to the staff ofUNM; and 3) oversee revision and update of Council Bylaws with the Council's 
Rules arid Election Committee. 
Rachel Jenks, President, GPSA 
Rachel Jenks, GPSA President, did not present a report. 
Andrea Cook, President, ASUNM 
• 
Andrea Cook, ASUNM Presdient, noted that she has been holding meetings and specifically 
noted two individuals identified to become co-directors for homecoming events. • 
CONSENT AGENDA 
Regent Fortner moved to approve the consent agenda. Regent Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
A. Surplus Property Disposition List Dated 5/25/01 
The Finance and Facilities committee recommends approval to dispose of property as listed on 
the surplus property list dated 5/25/01. 
A copy of the list is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A. 
B. Appointments to UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff 
The Health Sciences Center Clinical Operations Board recommends approval of the 
appointments to the UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff. 
A copy of the appointments is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit B. 
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DISCUSSION ITEMS FOR ACTION 
Approval of Operating Budget for the University of New Mexico FY 2001-2002 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, introduced Curt Porter, Budget Director, 
who gave an overview of the University of New Mexico's FY 2001-2002 budget of 
approximately $1.2 billion that includes several components such as main campus, branch 
campuses, the Education Center· in Taos, Health Sciences Center campus, and University 
Hospital. This budget, the preparation of which began 18 months ago, is based on projections of 
revenues and expenses based on past experiences with actual revenues and expenses and in 
anticipation of goals set for the upcoming year. The budget will be revised as needed. Vice 
President Weaks also introduced Steve McKernan, Associate Vice President ~r Clinical 
Operations at University Hospital, who presented the Hospital's budget. Handouts were 
distributed and a copy of the budget was distributed with the agenda books. 
Mr. Porter commented that the proposed budget reflects an 8.1 % increase over the current year. 
The state appropriations contained in the Operating Budget reflect an increase of approximately 
10.1 %. Three largest sources of revenue is Sales and Service at 26.7% (driven by revenues at 
University Hospital and Auxiliary Services (i.e., housing and food services)), State 
Appropriation for basic operations at about 21%, and Grants and Contracts comprise 15% of 
revenues. These top three sources of revenue reflect 62% ofUNM's total budget. 
Regent Willard commented that over $900 million comes from other sources which is a 
contributor to the economy of the State of New Mexico. He noted that UNM is an economic 
development business and that UNM is a primary contributor to the economy and this is a fact 
that should be emphasized in our state and community. 
Curt Porter continued to give a complete overview of the budget. Discussion. 
Steve McKernan presented (handout distributed to Board) on University Hospital's portion of the 
UNM budget, looking at the current year budget and then budgets for 2003-2004. Revenues are 
projected to increase from $243 million to $268 million. A primary driving factor of that is the 
increase in county taxes (an increase from $30 million to $51 million) as a result of an increase 
in the Mill Levy approved by voters in November. Expenses go from $243 million to $268 
million. Most of the increase is related to compensation issues at the Hospital (i.e., shortages, 
recruiting and retaining nursing and medical technical professionals). One large area of 
movement is with the House Staff and University Clinicians Program, supporting the UNM 
School of Medicine. UH had made a commitment to School of Medicine physicians to transfer 
monies back to the School of Medicine to help support faculty salaries and positions due to 
significant problems in recruiting and retaining physicians, especially in certain subspecialty 
areas, i.e., neurosurgery. Steve McKernan continued to give a complete overview of the 
University Hospital budget. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the Operating Budget for the University of New Mexico 
FY 2001-2002. Regent Fortner seconded the motion . 
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Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of the Amendments to UNM Lobo Club Bylaws 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented briefly on the proposed changes 
to Lobo Club Bylaws, related to Lobo Club Board member shifts. 
Regent Anaya moved for approval of the Amendments to UNM Lobo Club Bylaws. Regent 
Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Contract for Approval to Purchase Five CNG Trans-Shuttle Buses 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, noted that the University of New Mexico 
operates under a statute in the State of New Mexico that we must use compressed natural gas 
buses in order to address air quality issues. She introduced Dupuy Bateman, Associate Vice 
•• 
President for Auxiliary Enterprises, who credited Interim Director of Parking and Transportation • 
Services, Clovis Acosta, and Richard Maes, of Parking and Transportation Dept. They were 
recognized for their success in locating federal monies to pay for one-third of the cost of the 
buses. Richard Maes was responsible for writing the grant and, as a result, UNM was awarded 
$200,000 from the Department of Energy. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval to purchase five CNG trans-shuttle buses. Regent Fortner 
seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Contract for Approval to Purchase Information Technology and Storage Capacity Upgrades 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented briefly stating that this is 
brought to the Regents because it exceeds the amount of contractual authority UNM has without 
Board approval. It will upgradeUNM's information technology computer systems. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval to purchase information technology and storage capacity 
upgrades. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
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• Motion carried. 
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• 
Approval to Enter into a Lease with the Option to Purchase 1642 University Blvd., NE (fonnerly 
Elks Club) 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented briefly and noted that this 
matter has been reviewed many times by the Regents' Finance and Facilities Subcommittee. The 
old Elks Club is located adjacent to the UNM's Continuing Education Center on University 
Blvd. UNM proposes to enter into a lease with an option to purchase, leasing for five years at a 
rate of approximately $5.25/SF. The space will be used for storage and offices for Continuing 
Education. The option to purchase at the end of five years would be at the current day value or 
about $1.8 million, if that were decided upon. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval to enter into a lease with the option to purchase 1642 
University Blvd., NE (fonnerly Elks Club). Regent Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Site Approval and Capital Project Approval for Ambulatory Surgery and Imaging Center 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented that the Ambulatory Care 
Surgical Center is proposed to be built on the site of the old University Volkswagon location. 
Ms. Weaks introduced Roger Lujan, Director, Facility Planning and Mary Kenny, Director-HSC 
Facilities Planning to answer any questions. Mr. Lujan presented additional detail of the 
proposed site approval and capital project approval for this project. The project budget is $15.2 
million and will be funded by UNM Hospital capital funds. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the. site approval and capital project approval for 
Ambulatory Surgery and Imaging Center. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Site Approval and Approval to Proceed with Planning and Architectural Selection for the 
Children's Hospital and Critical Care Pavilion forUNM Hospital 
Roger Lujan presented architectural conceptual drawings on this proposed major expansion of 
University Hospital. He noted that one of the most distinctive features of this project is that it 
jump~starts a long-term objective to be in a position to replace a portion of the old hospital. The 
main entrance of University Hospital will be oriented on Yale Blvd. This will eliminate 
confusion and congestion at the current Lomas Blvd. entrance, leaving it to be used for service 
and ambulances only. The physical scope of the project proposed is approximately 400,000 SF 
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in overall size, $163 million in overall investment, but will constitute a significant presence in • 
terms of the existing facilities. The request is to dedicate $5 million of total investment in the 
planning activity: $1 million in FY02, $2 million each in FY03 & FY04. The planning for the 
building will take about two years. When that phase of the plan is completed, the funding of this 
project and the stages of it will be more clear to stage the acquisition of funding. Discussion. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of site approval and approval to proceed with planning and 
architectural selection for the Children's Hospital and Critical Care Pavilion for UNM Hospital. 
Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
V oice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of the Five-Year Major Capital Outlay Projects Plan 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented details regarding the five-year 
major capital outlay projects plan. She noted that the Commission on Higher Education requires 
that UNM submit its legislative priority list for capital funding by July 1 of each year. Ms. 
Weaks noted that there was a veto of the Capital Appropriations Bill this year and, therefore, 
there were no capital appropriations to any state agency this year. UNM had a number of items 
in the Bills that were vetoed. For the 2002 legislative session, UNM culminated a list comprised 
of both the items on last year's list plus the additional items on the priority list. UNM's capital 
priority list is separated into several components (e.g., main campus, academic, health sciences, • 
auxiliary, branch campuses) in an attempt to articulate a different type of priority planning 
process in each area. Discussion. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the Five-Year Major Capital Outlay Projects Plan. 
Regent Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of Regents' Endowment Fund Recommendations 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented this annual approval process for 
expendable funds that come from the Regents' Endowment Fund, proposing that a total of 
$1,688,000 in expenditure from the fund. This would leave a balance of approximately $858,000 
in the the fund. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the Regents' Endowment Fund Recommendations. 
Regent Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
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Motion carried . 
Approval of Naming Requests: Stagnone Building and Ford Classroom at Zimmerman Library 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented that naming requests are 
required, by Regents' Policy, to be submitted to the President, to the Memorial Committee, and 
then to the Regents' Finance and Facilities Subcommittee. The Finance and Facilities 
Subcommittee recommends that these namings move forward. 
1) Naming of Stagnone Building: As a contribution to UNM, Dr. James Stagnone accepted a 
discounted rate when selling the building to UNM. Ms. Weaks noted that UNM recently 
purchased the underlying land from the Sandia Foundation as well. 
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the naming of the Stagnone Building. Regent Fortner 
seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
2) Naming of Ford Classroom at Zimmerman Library: This naming is in connection to the 
generous grant that UNM received from Ford . 
Regent Fortner moved for approval of the naming of the Ford Classroom at Zimmerman Library. 
Regent Herrera seconded the motion. . 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of Annual Renewal of Maui High Performance Computing Center Lease 
Julie Weaks, Vice President for Business and Finance, presented details of the approval of the 
annual renewal of the Maui High Performance Computing Center lease. A memo to Ms. Weaks, 
dated June 4,2001 from Kim Murphy, Director of Real Estate at UNM, is included below, in its 
entirety, as part of these minutes: 
The terms of the Lease Agreement for the Maui High Performance Computing 
Center (the "Center" or "Maui HPCC") located at 550 Lipoa Parkway, Maui 
Research and Technology Park in Kihei, Maui require that the Regents notify the 
Trustee of its intention to either renew or not renew the Lease annually for each 
fiscal year. 
The Air Force Research laboratory announced on May 31, 2001 that the 
University of Hawai'i ("UH") has been awarded the contract to operate and 
manage the Center beginning October 1, 2001, which contract replaces that 
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between the Air Force and UNM. The University of New Mexico intends to 
accomplish the transition of the facility to UH's control by that date. Further, the 
University intends to explore possible areas of collaboration with UH at the 
Center during this transition period. 
Based on these circumstances, the recommendations of the High Performance 
Computing, Education and Research Center Executive Director and the Vice 
Provost for Research, and with your concurrence, but with the understanding that 
the current Air Force contract will expire on September 30, 2001, we are 
requesting that the Regents renew the Maui HPCC Lease in order to accomplish 
the transition to UH, and to evidence such lease renewal by the adoption of the 
following resolution: 
The Regents ("Regents") of the University of New Mexico ("UNM"), as Lessee, 
hereby authorize annual renewal of the Lease Agreement dated October 1, 2000 
for the UNM Maui High Performance Computing Center (the "Center") with the 
Bank of Hawaii, acting through its Pacific Century Trust Division, as Lessor and 
Trustee, for Fiscal Year 2001-2002 beginning July 1, 2001 and ending June 30, 
2002 (the "Lease "), based upon its finding that amounts have been or will be 
budgeted and authorized for payment of all Base Rentals and such Additional 
Rentals as are estimated to become due under the terms of the Lease. The 
Regents further find as follows: (1) pursuant to the Lease, UNM has the right to 
occupy the facility through June 30, 2025, subject to its annual renewal of the 
Lease; (2) pursuant to its contract with the us. Air Force, UNM remains 
obligated to operate and manage the Center through September 30, 2001; (3) the 
University of Hawaii ("UH"), which has been awarded a contract to operate and 
manage the Center beginning on October 1, 2001, does not have a lease, 
occupancy or access rights in connection with the Center, and will need to 
acquire such rights or obtain other facilities in order to perform its contract with 
the Air Force; (4) UNM expects to enter into a mutually acceptable arrangement 
with UH to provide UR with access to the Center for UH's performance of its 
contract with the Air Force, pursuant to which the amounts necessary to pay Base 
Rentals and Additional Rentals will become available, budgeted and authorized· 
for such payments; and (5) in the event that such an arrangement is not reached 
with UH and the amounts necessary to pay Base Rentals and Additional Rentals 
are not otherwise available, then pursuant to Sections 5.2 and 5.4 of the Lease, 
the Regents will notify Lessor that available funds are insufficient to satisfy 
UNM's obligations when next due and that amounts necessary to pay Base 
Rentals and Additional Rentals shall be made from the Supplemental Rentals 
Reserve Fund. 
Discussion. 
• 
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• 
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Regent Fortner moved for approval of the annual renewal of the Maui High Performance 
Computing Center lease. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
ADJOURNMENT OF OPEN MEETING 
Regent Archuleta moved to adjourn the open meeting and go into executive session. Regent 
Fortner seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
Immediately following the open meeting, the Regents met in executive session regarding 
pending/threatened litigation pursuant to Section 10-15-1.H.(7) NMSA and limited personnel 
matters, pursuant to Section 10-15-1.H.(2) NMSA 1978. The executive session was noticed. 
• Executive session adjourned at 2:40 p.m. 
• 
Regent Fortner moved that the open meeting reconvene. Regent Herrera seconded the motion. 
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
Approval of2001-2002 Salary for UNM President William C. Gordon 
Regent Archuleta moved that UNM President William C. Gordon's annual salary for 2001-2002 
be increased by 6.5%. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. Voice vote was taken and Board 
members unanimously approved. 
Motion carried. 
ADJOURNMENT OF OPEN MEETING 
Regent Fortner moved to adjourn the open meeting. Regent Herrera seconded the motion . 
11 
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Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved. • 
Motion carried. 
Meeting adjourned at 2:46 p.m. 
APPROVED: 
President 
ATTEST: 
Q1~~~ 
Secretary/Treasurer 
• 
• 
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Surplus Property Department 
Disposition Approval List 
5125/01 
(JNM ID DepL Tuning 10 Equip Description Maour'durer Model Serial Year Acqu. Cost Reason Deleted 
44840 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL RECORDER LKB N/A 8301A-140 1967 $1,840.00 Beyond Repairs 
67459 PHYS PLANT -AtITOMO MY CARGO VAN CHEVROLET 108 GS159P720368 1969 $2,184.00 Obsolete 
82280 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL CENTRIFUGE BECKMAN N/A 1332 1972 $15,721.00 Beyond Repairs 
90052 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL SPECTROPHOTOMETER AMERICAN INSTRU N/A 102501 1974 $7,309.00 Beyond Repairs 
94614 PHYS PLANT -AtITOMO MY VAN OODGE N/A C30BF4 V055864 1974 $6,049.00 Obsolete 
94618 PHYS PLANT -AtITOMO MY ST AKEBED FORD C55 510229 1964 $1,394.00 Obsolete 
99322 SAFETY ,HEAL TH,ENVI MY 4 DOOR SEDAN CHEVROLET CSFTY IX69L8W152486 1978 $4,789.00 Obsolete 
99520 PHYS PLANT-AtITOMO MY STATION WAGON CHEVROLET IMPALA 1 L45U6J330396 1976 $5,241.00 Obsolete 
99540 PHYS PLANT-AREA T MY VAN FORD E-150 E14BHY67285 1977 $4,434.00 Obsolete 
99598 SOM-EMERGENCY ME MY VAN GMC G-20 TGL2580512126 1978 $7,425.00 Obsolete 
117738 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL CENTRIFUGE IEC N/A 22941257 1977 $3,315.00 Beyond Repairs 
117890 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL PHOTOMETER UNKNOWN N/A 1276 1977 $3,657.00 Beyond Repairs 
122141 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL REFRIGERATOR ISCO N/A W75923 1978 $1,670.00 Beyond Repair1 
124580 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL FRACTION COLLECTOR ISCO N/A 81394 1978 $1,725.00 Beyond Repairs 
128329 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL SPECTROPHOTOMETER ZEISS PM~ 117085 1978 $6,306.00 Beyond Repairs 
130267 PHYS PLANT-AtITOMO MYTRUCK CHEVROLET N/A 449S140900 1979 $5,282.00 Obsolete 
130268 PHYS PLANT -AREA FO CHEVROLET CGL2590134274 1979 $5,794.00 Obsolete 
130273 PHYS PLANT -AtITOMO MY VAN CHEVROLET N/A CGL3697142182 1979 $7,666.00 Beyond Repairs 
141868 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL MONITOR ABSORBANCE ISC N/A M1840 1981 $2.857.00 Beyond Repairs 
Page I of 15 
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UNMID DepL Turning In Equip Description Manufacturer Model Serial Year Acqu. Cost ReasonDeleted 
149225 PSYCHOLOGY PARTICAL TESTER FISHER 750 782 1982 $1,227.00 Beyond Repairt 
151056 SOM-CELL BIOLOGY & ICE-O-MATIC REVCO N/A BN 19897 1982 $1,831.00 Beyond Repairt 
164357 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL SEQUENCER GAS-PHASE BIOSYSTEM N/A 306146 1983 $113,797.00 Beyond Repairt 
166114 PHYS PLANT -AlITOMO MY 4 DOOR SEDAN CHEVROLET CELEBRITY IGIAWI9X8E6964447 1984 $7,557.00 Obsolete 
169097 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPlITER DIGITAL N/A WFD4132D 1985 $3,535.00 Beyond Repairt 
170049 PHYS PLANT-AlITOMO MV 12 PASSENGER VAN DODGE 1200MC 2B5WB31~KJ07524 1985 $13,520.00 Obsolete 
172291 SOM-DEPT OF NEUROS FREEZER REVCO N/A ZTI9213A 1986 $1,895.00 Beyond Repairt 
173620 PSYCHOLOGY HISTOSTAT REICHERT 855 1805-2301 1986 $5,720.00 Beyond Repairt 
174568 SURPLUS PROPERTY- MVWAGON CHEVROLET N/A IG IBN35YOGX137024 1986 $10,453.00 Obsolete 
174729 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL CAMERA POLAROID N/A MOL HP4 1986 $2,158.00 Beyond Repairs 
175329 PHYS PLANT -AlITOMO MY WAGON PONTIAC 6000 2G2AF35R4G9273796 1986 $8,977.00 Beyond Repairt 
178341 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL SPECTROMETER HEWLETTPACKAR N/A 2513A00779 1985 $40,175.00 Beyond Repairt 
181184 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPlITER IBM XT 646246755160 1987 $1,435.00 Beyood Repairt 
181308 STUDENT ACTIVITIES LASERJET PRINTER HEWLETTPACKAR LASERJET 2652J72762 1987 $1,547.00 Obsolete 
181677 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 PRINTER HEWLETTPACKAR LASERJET II 2718J00754 1987 $2,420.00 Beyond Repairt 
182558 PHYSICS & ASTRONO PC DESIGNS COMPlITER PC DESIGN GV286 120561 1988 $1,690.00 Beyond Repairt 
183210 PHYS PLANT-AlITOMO MY 40 PASSENGER BUS CHEVROLET S6M 1GBJ6P1B5JV106643 1988 $27,613.00 OblOlet. 
184479 LIBRARY-FINE ARTS CPU ZENITH ZENITH ZDF 2237 286 843CFOOll67 1989 $1,711.00 Beyond Repairs 
184700 POLICE MY STATION WAGON. CHEVROLET lAW35 IGlAW81W6J6210792 1988 $10,477.00 Obsolete 
184899 MANAGEMENT SYSTE PRINTER HEWLETfPACKAR 33440A 2814J44354 1989 $1,980.00 Beyond Repairt 
185534 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2826J62043 1989 $2,015.00 Beyond Repairt 
185901 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER COMPlITER TERMINAL DIGITAL RS232 AG851ABE66 1989 $3.009.00 Beyond Repairt 
186233 COLLEGE OF PHARMA ZENITH CPU ZENITH ZCV-2325-EY 918CE002911 1989 $2,526.00 Beyond Repairt 
Page 2 of 15 
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UNMID Drpt. Turning In Equip Description Manu(acturu Model Srrial ¥ur Acqu. Cost ReasonDeleted 
186234 COLLEGE OF PHARMA ZENITH CPU ZENITH ZCV-232S-EY 918CE002907 1989 S2,S26.00 Beyond Repairs 
186237 COLLEGE OF PHARMA ZENITH CPU ZENITH ZCV-232S-EY 918CE002921 1989 SI,961.00 Beyond Repairs 
186393 SOM·NEUROLOGY BLOOD GEOS ANAL YZER AVL 990 9001 1989 SI2,OS7.00 Beyond Repairs 
186556 SOM·PEDIATRICS ANALYZER TCS B 363 1989 SI2,SS8.00 Beyond Repairs 
1865S7 SOM-PEDIATRICS RECORDER ALLEN 900 8511 1989 S3,218.00 Beyond Repairs 
186581 ANTHROPOLOGY CPU COMPUTER APPLE MACSE F90983I 1989 S2,109.00 Beyond Repairs 
186690 THEATRE AND DANCE CPU COMPUTER APPLE MACIICX F9226BWM66S 1989 S2,73 1.00 Beyond Repairs 
187135 COLLEGE OF NURSING PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33440A 2904J07970 1989 SI,689.00 Beyond Repairs 
187233 SOM-PEDIATRICS CPU COMPUTER APPLE MACIICX F924AS6 1989 SS,019.00 Beyond Repairs 
187516 CARRIE TINGLEY HOS MY STATION WAGON PONTIAC PARlSIENNE IG2AL3SHSEX217946 1984 S6,987.00 Obsolete 
187804 HSC - COMPUTER SER CPU COMPUTER NORTHGATE 386 N/A 1990 S9,467.00 Beyond Repairs 
188133 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPUTER IBM SOZ 23-UOOO918 1990 S2,799.00 Beyond Repairs 
188321 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 PC COMPUTER APPLE IIX 939ntmS79S 1990 S4,694.00 Beyond Repairs 
188389 SOM-CELL BIOLOGY & SCANNER KEITHLEY 199 4461S8 1990 SI,2SS.00 Beyond Repairs 
18853S PAYROLL GATEWAY CPU HEWLETTPACKAR 33440A 2928J90634 1990 SI,671.00 Beyond Repairs 
189467 ATHLETICS MY CARGO VAN FORD E3S0 IFBJS31GOLHA84763 1990 SI8,814.00 Obsolete 
189672 HSC·L1BRARY COMPUTER LASER DISK SYS PIONEER LD-V8000 JG390399V 1990 SI,904.00 Beyond Repairs 
189980 MED-ADMINISTRATIO MY STATION WAGON DIGITAL RZSX ABOIOOIDKI 1990 SI3,S94.00 Obsolete 
190637 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL FLOW METER TURNER TURNER Mill B6247 1991 SI,437.00 Beyond Repairs 
190638 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL FLOW METER TURNER TURNER III BS918 1991 SI,437.00 Beyond Repairs 
191119 COMPUTING CENTER! MACINTOSH CPU APPLE MSII9 EP2S0CSMS390 1992 S2,OSS.00 Beyond Repairs 
191203 ELECTRICAL & COMP PRINTER APPLE M600 CA0396HN 1991 S3,978.00 Beyond Repairs 
191679 HSC-CONTROLLERS 0 COMPUTER COMPUTER UPGRA OMNISTOR 9007310032 1991 S6,144.00 Beyond Repai" 
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191956 NATIVE AMERICAN ST CPU APPLE SEl30 FI03936UK02 1991 $2,063.00 Beyond Repain 
192449 SOM-OBGYN CPU CAD TECH N/A ALB 10127 1991 $1,654.00 Beyond Repain 
192550 NATIVE AMERICAN ST CPU COMPUTER APPLE M0401 5549543 1992 $4,414.00 Beyond Repai .. 
192665 SOM-PSYCHIATRY CPU HEWLETT PACKAR QS165 3037A31233 1991 $3,770.00 Beyond Repai .. 
192668 NATIVE AMERICAN ST CPU COMPUTER APPLE M5760 FI0503P2740 1992 $6,155.00 Beyond Repai .. 
192714 CONTINUING EDUCAT LASER JET HEWLETT PACKAR 33449A 3043JA2060 1991 $1,509.00 Beyond Repain 
192739 COMPUTING CENTER! DIGITAL LAN BRIDGE DIGITAL LAN 100 AS085 17 1991 $1,001.00 Beyond Repain 
192949 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR II1D 3022132492 1991 $3,048.00 Beyond Repain 
193120 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPUTER IBM 8555031 230006723 1993 $2,732.00 Beyond Repain 
193563 NATIVE AMERICAN ST COMPUTER BSR 386SX16 SBHF004086 1991 $2,357.00 Beyond Repai .. 
194331 SOM-CELL BIOLOGY & PRINTER HEWLETTPACKAR 7475A 2938A15927 1992 $1,174.00 Beyond Repain 
194474 SOM-PEDIATRICS CPU COMPUTER NORTHGATE SLIMLINE 320SX N/A 1992 $3,089.00 Beyond Repain 
194563 ANTHROPOLOGY CPU COMPUTER APPLE CLASSIC BCGM0420 1992 $1,086.00 Beyond Repain 
194618 SOM-PATHOLOGY CPU COMPUTER NORTHGATE 38633 GT638633CS 1992 $3,599.00 Beyond Repai .. 
194739 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO MY 40 PASSENGER VAN CHEVROLET CBP042 1GBJ6P1P1MY100726 1991 $35,441.00 Obsolete 
194740 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO MY 40 PASSENGER VAN CHEVROLET CBP042 1GBJ6PIP5MYI00843 1991 $35,441.00 Obsolete 
194988 ECONOMICS CPU GATEWAY 2000 486125DXC 257878 1992 $2,690.00 Beyond Repain 
195117 HSC-LIBRARY SAFETY SYSTEM 3M 1365 650 1798/GATE 1992 $6,122.00 Beyond Repain 
195118 HSC-LIBRARY SAFETY SYSTEM 3M 1365 650 1778/GATE 1992 $6,122.00 Beyond Repain 
195234 PHYSICS & ASTRONO NCD MONITOR- NCD NCD17C 15212807 1992 $2,817.00 Beyond Repai .. 
195247 PHYSICS & ASTRONO EXABYTETAPESTORAGESY EXABYTE 8210 650334 1992 $3,111.00 Beyond Repain 
195254 PHYSICS & ASTRONO NCD WINDOW TERMINAL NCD NCD17C o 192C007646 1992 $3,160.00 Beyond Repain 
195273 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 PC GATEWAY 2000 386250X 256200 1992 $2,540.00 Beyond Repain 
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195360 SOM-FAMIL Y & COMM CABLETRON BRIDGE DIGITAL FNNTVENAA 9400057 1992 $4,169.00 Beyond RepaiB 
195589 REGISTRAR'S OFFICE CPU COMPUTER IBM 8530U42 0023N2200 1992 $1,699.00 Beyond RepaiB 
195634 ANTHROPOLOGY GATEWAY 2000 CPU GATEWAY 2000 486/33 251050 1992 $3,395.00 Beyond RepaiB 
196011 PSYCHOLOGY FUME HOOD SHANDON 60 9990660 1992 $1,419.00 Beyond RepaiB 
196394 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER IBM TC8555T81 23PHKTG 1992 $1,999.00 Beyond RepaiB 
196905 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP CPU COMPUTER IBM 8555W81 23PNCYF 1992 $2,349.00 Beyond RepaiB 
197279 HSC - COMPUTER SER MAXSERVER 1600 XYPLEX 1600 080087014AE9 1992 $3,358.00 Beyond RepaiB 
197435 PHYSICS & ASTRONO TRANSIT TECH TAPE SYS TRANSITlONAL TEC CTS8210 606276 1993 $2,465.00 Beyond RepaiB 
197516 OFFICE OF EQUAL OPP PORT ABLE COMPUTER NEC PC4701 2300548CG 1993 $2,148.00 Beyond RepaiB 
197578 ELECTRICAL & COMP CPU INTEL 2BI TOOOl3269 1993 $4,760.00 Beyond RepaiB 
197582 ELECTRICAL & COMP CPU INTEL 2Bl TOOO13914 1993 $4,760.00 Beyond RepaiB 
197602 ELECTRICAL & COMP CPU INTEL 2Bl TOOOI4487 1993 $4,760.00 Beyond RepaiB 
197668 INTERNAL AUDIT DEP COMPUTER ZENITH ZWL32006 207DFO 1220 1 1992 $2,436.00 Beyond RepaiB 
197669 INTERNAL AUDIT DEP PORT ABLE CPU ZENITH ZWL32006 140EHOO7284 1992 $2,436.00 Beyond RepaiB 
198160 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU ASA 486DX33 402150 1993 $3,067.00 Beyond RepaiB 
198500 PHYS PLANT-WORKC CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 486DX2 610154 1993 $2,970.00 Beyond RepaiB 
198510 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER SCANNER EPSON G520A OY90009681 1993 $2,099.00 Beyond RepaiB 
198567 SOM-EMERGENCY ME LAPTOP CPU EVEREX LX386520 EQW20700018 1993 $1,953.00 Beyond RepaiB 
199094 INTERNAL AUDIT DEP PORTABLE CPU ZENITH ZWL3206 216DE012635 1993 $2,436.00 Beyond RepaiB 
199175 NATIVE AMERICAN ST CPU COMPUTER APPLE M5743LLA F122839F744 1993 $4,162.00 Beyond RepaiB 
199225 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU GLI 386DX N/A 1993 $1,270.00 Beyond RepaiB 
199346 REGISTRAR'S OFFICE PRINTER HEWLETT PACKAR 33449A 3207A97725 1993 $1,485.00 Beyond RepaiB 
199428 LAW SCHOOL PC COMPUADD 316S 464742 1993 $2,452.00 Beyond RepaiB 
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199580 ECONOMlCS CPU THOR 386DX NONE 1993 $1,675.00 Beyond Repain 
199610 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER CPU/SYSTEM APPLE M03060 FC2402VGC53 1993 $1,559.00 Beyond Repairs 
199637 HSC-CLINICAL CONTR CPU IBM 8535JT3 232NI69 1993 $1,699.00 Beyond Repairs 
199665 PHYS PLANT-AUTOMO MV CAB PICK-UP CHEVROLET CREW CAB CCL248B151025 1978 $1,001.00 Obsolete 
200147 SOM-BIO-MED COMM PRINTER APPLE M2000 CA2367FO 1993 $1,455.00 Beyond Repairs 
200175 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 PC IBM 6384M40 23LHVIO 1993 $1,890.00 Beyond Repairs 
200176 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPUTER IBM 6384M40 23LHM87 1993 $1,890.00 Beyond Repai .. 
200177 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPUTER IBM 6384M40 23LHRI0 1993 $1,890.00 Beyond Repairs 
200179 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPUTER IBM 6384M40 23LHP24 1993 $1,890.00 Beyond Repairs 
200187 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPUTER IBM 6384M40 23LHV22 1993 $1,890.00 Beyond Repain 
200506 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY MAC II CPU APPLE M57181LLA F12424H7717 1993 $3,589.00 Beyond Repai .. 
200536 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP MONITOR HEWLETTPACKAR D2492A 323501588 1993 $1,453.00 Beyond Repai .. 
200596 PHYSICS & ASTRONO DIGITAL VAXSTATION DEC VS49KAB AB30204FAM 1993 $9,311.00 Beyond Repairs 
200623 SOM-OBGYN DIGITAL STOREXPAN DIGITAL PV31ABA lAX 4000 1993 $9,061.00 Beyond Repai .. 
200672 SOM-EPICCINM TUMO CPU COMPUTER APPLE CENTRIS650 F 13187TKCA2 1993 $3,354.00 Beyond Repai .. 
200950 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 LP486I33DX 1287737 1993 $2,170.00 Beyond Repairs 
201135 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY UTRONCPU UTRON 486DX33 CREAM COLOR 1993 $2,507.00 Beyond Repai .. 
201360 MUSIC CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX33 1262115 1993 $1,545.00 Beyond Repairs 
201550 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER CPU/SYSTEM APPLE M1206 F330529VCC7 1993 $4,479.00 Beyond Repai .. 
201565 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER CPu/SYSYEM APPLE M1444 F2308JSACW2 1993 $2,091.00 Beyond Repain 
201567 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER CPU/SYSTEM APPLE M1444 F2308JSLCWZ 1993 $2,091.00 Beyond Rep'; .. 
201569 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER CPU/SYSTEM APPLE M1444 F2308JSWCW2 1993 $2,091.00 Beyond Rep'; .. 
201656 SOM-PATHOLOGY CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX266V 1186305 1993 $3,135.00 Beyond Repain 
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201727 SOM-F AMIL Y & COMM CPU APPLE K013LLA N/A 1993 $1,785.00 Beyond Repain 
201953 THEATRE AND DANCE CPU COMPUTER APPLE CENTRIS610 F2334LCLCN7 1994 $1,480.00 Beyond Repain 
202139 SOM-PEDIATRICS COMPUTER APPLE MI254 SG324A7YOCQ 1993 $3,299.00 Beyond Repain 
202225 POLICE PRINTER IBM PS4079 1100433 1993 $2,834.00 Beyond Repain 
202258 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER CPU/SYSTEM UTRON 386DX33 9302587 1993 $1,269.00 Beyond Repain 
202448 CIVIL ENGINEERING CPU COMPUTER APPLE MI206 XB325EJDCAI 1994 $5,241.00 Beyond itepain 
202496 ART & ART HISTORY CPU COMPUTER APPLE MI205 FI324DLSCA2 1993 $4,905.00 Beyond Repain 
202676 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPUTERQ IBM MOl 23CNPD 1993 $4,074.00 Beyond Repain 
202679 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPUTER IBM MOl 23CNVRP 1993 $3,971.00 Beyond Repain 
202784 SOM-PHYSICAL THER CPU COMPUTER APPLE MI254 LC3326W4VAJ 1994 $2,128.00 Beyond Repain 
202873 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER CPU/SYSTEM APPLE M1398LLA F2312MWGCW3 1994 $2,047.00 Beyond Repain 
203251 SOM-FAMIL Y & COMM COMPUTER LAPTOP TANDY 25-3533 013062 1993 $1,299.00 Beyond Repain 
203257 SOM-BIOCHEM. & MOL CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX250V 1422061 1993 $2,688.00 Beyond Repain 
203270 SOM-F AMIL Y & COMM MONITOR APPLE M1298 S431904MD07 1993 $1,055.00 Beyond Repain 
203395 RISK MANAGEMENT DESKTOP PC GATEWAY GATEWAY 2000 4DX33V 1621183 1994 $2,090.00 Beyond Repain 
203410 SOM-FAMIL Y & COMM COMPUTER LAPTOP TANDY 253533 008150 1993 $1,389.00 Beyond Repain 
203432 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 LAPTOP COMPUTER APPLE M4440 FC347MNF441 1994 $2,222.00 Beyond Repain 
203506 POLICE MVCAVALIER CHEVROLET CAVALIER 1 G IJC544 XP7341308 1993 $11,246.00 Obsolete 
203542 PAYROLL GATEWAY PC GATEWAY 2000 4SX25 1599745 1994 $1,589.00 Beyond Repair! 
203710 SOM-PATHOLOGY CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4SX33 1274051 1993 S2,340.00 Beyond Repain 
203965 REGISTRAR'S OFFICE CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4SX33 1720258 1994 SI,465.00 Beyond Repain 
203981 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU EQUUS 48633SX 64387 1994 $1,919.00 Beyond Repair! 
204046 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER CPU/SYSTEM APPLE QUADRA660V XB3434QSCD9 1994 $2,646.00 Beyond Repain 
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204443 ART & ART HISTORY FAX MACHINE OKIDATA OKIFAX 1000 G01307012204 1994 SI,560.00 Beyond Repairs 
204535 HSC - COMPUTER SER COMPUTER WORKSTATION DIGITAL SOOAXP AB34702D50 1994 S48,219.00 Beyond Repai .. 
204728 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 GATEWAY PC GATEWAY 2000 4DX66V 2089775 1994 S2,594.00 Beyond Repai .. 
2048]6 SAFETY,HEALTH,ENVI TOWER PC GATEWAY GATEWAY 2000 4DX66V 2015323 1994 S2,]95.00 Beyond Repai .. 
205065 SOM-PSYCHIATRY CPU GATEWAY GATEWAY 2000 RDX33 1602118 1994 SI,809.00 Beyond Repai .. 
205127 DIVISION OF DENTAL DENTAL X-RAY TCHG GENDEX 46137200G2 1021 I 82760DP 1994 $1,992.00 Beyond Repai .. 
205128 DIVISION OF DENTAL DENTAL X-RAY TCHG GENDEX 46137200G2 1021 I 82758DP 1994 $1,992.00 Beyond Repai .. 
205129 DIVISION OF DENTAL DENTAL X-RAY TCHG GENDEX 46137200G2 1021 182756DP 1994 $1,992.00 Beyond Repai .. 
205353 SOM-MEDICINE CPU GATEWAY GATEWAY 2000 4DX266V 1995367 1994 $2,344.00 Beyond Repai .. 
205445 REGISTRAR'S OFFICE CPU COMPUfER GATEWAY 2000 4DX33 1905923 1994 $1,840.00 Beyond Repai .. 
205448 REGISTRAR'S OFFICE CPU COMPUfER GATEWAY 2000 4DX33 1905920 1994 $1,840.00 Beyond Repai .. 
205919 SOM-CTR FOR DEVEL CPU COMPUfER APPLE K0281LLA XB4080U82DR 1994 $1,449.00 Beyond Repai .. 
206023 RISK MANAGEMENT HPSERVER HEWLETTPACKAR D2196A 3430S00156 1995 $8,727.00 Beyond Repai .. 
206133 SOM-FAMlL Y & COMM CPU 486 VISTA 9410058 009845 1994 $2,363.00 Beyond Repain 
206134 SOM-F AMIL Y & COMM QUADRA 650 COMPUTER APPLE M2106 FC41002R2D9 1994 S2,404.00 Beyond Repain 
206275 OFFICE OF EQUAL OPP PORT ABLE COMPUfER APPLE M5409 FC311SNZ463 1994 SI,799.00 Beyond Repai .. 
206697 PPD-ENGINEERING CPU COMPUfER GATEWAY 2000 4DX66 2231808 1994 SI,809.00 Beyond Repai .. 
206836 MANAGEMENT SYSTE CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 2288487 1994 $1,845.00 Beyond Repai .. 
206923 POLICE CPU COMPUfER GATEWAY 2000 P560 2583546 1995 $2,565.00 Beyond Repai .. 
207175 COMPUTING CENTER! LAPTOP COMPUfER TOSHIBA Tl960CT 01552266 1995 S3,300.00 Beyond Repai .. 
207202 SOM-CTR FOR DEVEL COMPUTER LAPTOP APPLE 520 FC4278XCIXN 1995 SI,900.00 Beyond Repain 
207409 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 CPU COMPUfER DELL DIMENSIONS 45S7F 1995 $3,047.00 Beyond Repai .. 
207731 MUSIC CPU COMPUfER UTRON DX266 N/A 1995 $1,698.00 Beyond Repai .. 
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207784 SOM-PATHOLOGY CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P590 2580458 1995 $3,284.00 Beyond Repai .. 
207857 COLLEGE OF FINE ART CPU COMPUTER APPLE QUADRA630 XC4412CA3JY 1995 $1,875.00 Beyond RepaiB 
208081 PHYSICS & ASTRONO OPUS SYSTEMS COMPUTER OPUS 5120 61824 1995 $2,317.00 Beyond R.pai .. 
208084 PHYSICS & ASTRONO OPUS SYSTEM COMPUTER OPUS 5120 61823 1995 $2,317.00 Beyond Repai .. 
208100 PHYSICS & ASTRONO CPU SUN GDM20DIO 9513FCOI36 1995 $2,182.00 Beyond Repai .. 
208436 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER COMPUTER PORT ABLE EVEREX EX0470I ESX6 EQYl172 1059 1995 $1,284.00 Beyond Repai .. 
208443 NATIVE AMERICAN ST COMPUTER APPLE MI787 XB35IB7Z13Z 1994 $1,677.00 Beyond Repai .. 
209301 SOM-PEDIATRICS MAC POWER CPU APPLE 7100/60 FC42309H1 UU 1995 $2,235.00 Beyond RepaiB 
209596 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 PRINTER HEWLETTPACKAR C2011A USGB580117 1995 $4,530.00 Beyond Repai .. 
209616 PHYS PLANT -AREA ON CPU COMPUTER UTRON 486DX266 N/A 1995 $2,199.00 Beyond Repai .. 
209677 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU COMPUTER APPLE MI688 XB4340lBIHO 1995 $8,376.00 Beyond Repairo 
210121 OFFICE OF EQUAL OPP CPU GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 2810861 1995 $2,050.00 Beyond Repairs 
210387 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 3237645 1995 $1,989.00 Beyond Repairs 
210390 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 3237698 1995 $2,059.00 Beyond Repairs 
210554 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPUTER DELL MMS 4N2KS 1995 $2,583.00 Beyond Repairs 
210567 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPUTER PREMIO 48633 4P32792 1995 $1,452.00 Beyond RepaiB 
210599 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU GATEWAY 2000 486DX33 1911654 1994 $2,030.00 Beyond Repai .. 
210775 EDUC-EDUCATION SPE CPU COMPUTER APPLE QUADRA950 XB4205GR677 1995 $5,356.00 Beyond Repairs 
210776 EDUC-EDUCATION SPE CPU COMPUTER APPLE QUADRA660A V XB402AMF2DD 1995 $2,544.00 Beyond Repairs 
210915 VALENCIA BRANCH CPU GATEWAY 2000 NEW TOWER 3336254 1995 $1,715.00 Beyond Repairs 
212863 STUDENT PUBLICATIO DELL COMPUTER SYSTEM DELL 4923569 4WBBN 1995 $1,763.00 Beyond Repairs 
212869 STUDENT PUBLICATIO COMPUTER SYSTEM DELL 4923569 4WBC7 1995 $1,763.00 Beyond Repairs 
212872 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY CPU COMPUTER DELL DMM 4B7N 1995 $2,394.00 Beyond Repairs 
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213399 POLICE MY SEDAN OLDSMOBILE CIERA IG3AJ55M6S6419951 1995 $13,306.00 Obsolete 
213694 SOM·EMERGENCY ME GATEWAY CPU GATEWAY 2000 NEW TOWER 3464316 1995 $3,104.00 Beyond RepaiR 
213695 SOM·EMERGENCY ME CPU GATEWAY GATEWAY 2000 NEW TOWER 3464314 1995 $3,104.00 Beyond RepaiR 
213721 ECONOMICS CPU THOR 486/66 106725 1995 $1,798.00 Beyond Repain 
213898 PHYS PLANT·INFORM PRINTER HEWLETTPACKAR CI676A USC5103558 1995 $1,619.00 Beyond Repain 
213999 PHYS PLANT -GROUND CPU COMPlITER lITRON DX266 7536424 1995 $2,175.00 Beyond RepaiR 
214229 SURPLUS PROPERTY- MY AMBULANCE FORD AMBULANCE IFDKE30LOBHB0733I 1981 $2,000.00 Beyond Repain 
214403 PHYSICS & ASTRONO SUN COMPlITER SUN 4120FMl8 038G2788 1996 $3,600.00 Beyond RepaiR 
214670 SOM-PEDIATRlCS COMPUTER APPLE 6300CD XA5480NE6BV 1996 $2,443.00 Obsolete 
214701 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY CPU INTEL PENTIUM 120 I PC MAGIC 1996 $3,224.00 Beyond Repain 
214833 VALENCIA BRANCH CPU APPLE POWECENTERI50 L6JPCD4120 1996 $3,533.00 Beyond Repain 
214965 SOM-MBRS PROGRAM CPU COMPlITER GATEWAY 2000 P4DIOO 2481871 1995 $2,840.00 Beyond Repain 
215063 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU COMPlITER APPLE PQRMAC 7200ns S05425U75QT 1996 $1,931.00 Beyond Repain 
215345 PAYROLL SCANNER HEWLETTPACKAR C2525A 157068 1995 $1,408.00 Beyond Repain 
215371 POLICE CPU COMPUTER MICRON P66PCI 3436160001 1995 $1,948.00 Beyond Repain 
215419 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 PC DELL 5133C 54M8M 1996 $4,784.00 Beyond Repain 
215420 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 PC DELL 5J33C 54MBB 1996 $2,949.00 Beyond Repain 
215536 SCHOOL OF ENGINEER CPU/SYSTEM EQUUS 486DX66 66785 1995 $1,495.00 Beyond Repain 
215686 PUBLIC ADMINISTRAT PC GATEWAY 2000 4DX266 3486878 1995 $1,529.00 Beyond Repain 
215699 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 PC DELL P90 57FLD 1996 $1,979.00 Beyond Repain 
216128 NEW MEXICO UNION MY TRUCK OODGE CARGOPIU JB7FP2471 CY702360 1982 $1,001.00 Obsolete 
216288 SURPLUS PROPERTY- TERMINAL SERVER CABLETRON CSMlM16 CDOO192728 1995 $3,392.00 Beyond Repain 
216292 SOM-PATHOLOGY CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 3403116 1995 $2,565.00 Beyond Repain 
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216442 SOM'{;TR FOR DE VEL CPU COMPlITER APPLE 710066 FC44609AJYJ 1995 S2,959.00 Beyond Repain 
216745 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU IBM 486DX2 23AGMAJ 1995 S2,823.00 Beyond Repairs 
216887 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU DELL 590XMT 5MMK8 1996 S2,968.00 Beyond Repairs 
216904 PHYS PLANT-ENVIRO CPU COMPlITER UTRON P75 7570392 1996 S2,550.00 Beyond Repairs 
216999 COMPlITING CENTERJ GATEWAY 2000 CPU GATEWAY 2000 P575 3933521 1996 S2,055.00 Beyond Repai .. 
217063 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPlITER APPLE M2391 FC5400F844H 1996 S2,124.00 Beyond Repai .. 
217494 STUDENT PUBLICATIO CPU SYSTEM MICRON P75 0002 1996 SI,665.00 Beyond Repai .. 
217691 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 4DX250V 1022862 1997 SI,OOI.OO Beyond Repain 
217977 SOM-PSYCHIATRY CPU GATEWAY GATEWAY 2000 P5100 3945993 1996 S2,936.00 Beyond Repain 
218003 SOM-OSGYN CPU VISTA VISTA PENTIUM 586 011875 1996 SI,896.00 Beyond Repai .. 
218062 ELECTRICAL & COMP CPU UTRON 486DX N/A 1994 SI,339.00 Beyond Repai .. 
218175 NATIVE AMERICAN ST CPU GATEWAY 2000 P5-133 4707287 1996 S2,147.00 Beyond Repai .. 
218180 NATIVE AMERICAN ST CPU GATEWAY 2000 P5-133 4707284 1996 S2,147.00 Beyond Repai .. 
218181 NATIVE AMERICAN ST CPU GATEWAY 2000 P5-133 4707255 1996 S2,147.00 Beyond Repai .. 
218634 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP CPU COMPlITER ZENITH UBCI11000 5QSDJC005499 1996 S2,597.00 Beyond Repairs 
218635 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP CPU COMPlITER ZENITH UBCI11000 5QSDJC005501 1996 S2,597.00 Beyond Repain 
218987 SPECIAL SERVICES-UP CPU GATEWAY 2000 P5-100 4598433 1996 S2,295.00 Beyond Repai .. 
219080 COLLEGE OF FINE ART CPU COMPlITER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 5854758 1997 SI,658.00 Beyond Repai .. 
219344 CONTINUING EDUCAT CPU GATEWAY 2000 P575 4666802 1996 SI,705.00 Beyond Repai .. 
219427 COLLEGE OF FINE ART CPU COMPlITER GATEWAY 2000 P5100 4500593 1996 S2,050.00 Beyond Repairs 
219660 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PRINTER APPLE C852326N444 M3036 1996 S5,742.00 Beyond Repai .. 
. 220053 ECONOMICS CPU THOR PIOO 107698 1996 S2,155.00 Beyond Repairs 
220119 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 PC DELL 133CIXPS 62KOT 1996 S3,181.00 Beyond Repain 
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220125 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 CPU MICRON PI66 2R47F8809225 1996 $4,756.00 Beyond Repain 
220234 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY CPU UTRON 486 N/A 1995 $1,729.00 Beyond Repair> 
220244 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY CPU INTEL P75-200 N/A 1996 $1,400.00 Beyond Repair> 
220287 STUDENT GOVERN ME CPU GATEWAY 2000 P575 4776650 1996 $1,823.00 Beyond Repair> 
220482 SOM-SURGERY GATEWAY 2000 CPU GATEWAY 2000 MDX266 4172608 1996 $1,479.00 Beyond Repair> 
220527 SOM-DEPT OF NEUROS COMPUTER GATEWAY GATEWAY 2000 P5100 4674218 1996 $2,074.00 Beyond Repair> 
220557 SOM-CTR FOR DEVEL PROJECTOR UGHT BOXLlGHT CORPOR PROCOLOR 1800 UNKNOWN 1995 $3,759.00 Beyond Repair> 
220559 SOM-CTR FOR DEVEL PROJECTOR UGHTS BOXLIGHT CORPOR PROCOLOR 1800 9A70455 1996 $3,775.00 Beyond Repain 
220603 SOM-SURGERY GATEWAY 133 CPU GATEWAY 2000 P5120 4103439 1996 $2,720.00 Beyond Repair> 
220605 SOM-SURGER Y GATEWAY PS-120 GATEWAY 2000 P5120 4656518 1996 $2,143.00 Beyond Repair> 
220741 ELECTRICAL & COMP CPU GATEWAY 2000 P575 3808084 1996 $2,228.00 Beyond Repair> 
220866 COMPUTER SCIENCE CPU COMPUTER CASE NET EXPRESS 166 96092006 1996 $4,086.00 Beyond Repair> 
221249 SOM-SURGERY GATEWAY CPU GATEWAY 2000 P5133 5619345 1997 $2,302.00 Beyond Repair> 
221250 SOM-SURGERY GATEWAY 180 CPU GATEWAY 2000 G6180 5622575 1997 $3,777.00 Beyond Repair> 
221332 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 4726549 1996 $2,208.00 Beyond Repain 
221333 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 PSI20 4726550 1996 $1,803.00 Beyond Repain 
221389 OFFICE OF RESEARCH CPU GATEWAY 2000 P5100 4529965 1996 $1,892.00 Beyond Repain 
221390 OFFICE OF RESEARCH CPU GATEWAY 2000 P5100 4529967 1996 $1,892.00 Beyond Repair> 
221557 COMPUTING CENTER! ETHERNET HUB BAY NETWORK BAYSTACK24 128929 1996 $2,270.00 Beyond Repair> 
221623 CONTINUINGEDUCAT CPU DELL 5 I 33GXMT 70]10 1997 $2,448.00 Beyond Repair> 
221747 NATIVE AMERICAN ST PRINTER HEWLETTPACKAR C3541A USB6707875 1997 $2,111.00 Beyond Repain 
222284 SOM-OBGYN CPU ASTPREMIUM BRAVO MS T 5133 216AUOO04338 1997 $2,028.00 Beyond Repair> 
222555 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 5701053 1997 $1,917.00 Beyond Repair> 
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222556 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 5701054 1997 $1,917.00 Beyond Repairs 
222558 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5120 5701056 1997 $1,917.00 Beyond Repain 
224412 SOM-OBGYN CPU MlCRON MICRON MILLENNIA 6958860002 1997 $2,237.00 Beyond Repairs 
224840 PHYSICS & ASTRONO ULTRA COMPlJrER ULTRA ULTRA I 20 70033580 1997 $1,720.00 Beyond Repairs 
225931 HSC-L1BRARY CPU GATEWAY 2000 P5200 6780862 1997 $2,584.00 Beyond Repairs 
226226 OFFICE OF EQUAL OPP CPU SYSTEM GATEWAY 2000 P5166 7104625 1997 $1,751.00 Obsolete 
226630 SOM-PATHOLOGY, CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5166 6690598 1997 $2,260.00 Beyond Repairs 
226662 SOM-CANCER RESEAR CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5166 6569914 1997 $2,269.00 Beyond Repairs 
226867 RISK MANAGEMENT DESKTOP PC MITSUBA K6200 970405 1998 $1,550.00 Beyond Repairs 
226874 COMPUTING CENTER! CPU MlTSUBA K6200 972100 1998 $1,550.00 Beyond Repairs 
226895 SURPLUS PROPERTY- CPU MITSUBA K6200 169905-56 1998 $2,095.00 Beyond Repairs 
221405 SOM-OBGYN CPU ASTPREMIUM BRAVO MS T 5166 037100080776 1997 $2,233.00 Beyond Repairs 
227430 SOM-PSYCHIATRY COMPUTER CASE PC MAGIC P166 21122BF6UGHZ 1997 $1,843.00 Beyond Repairs 
227430 SOM-PSYCHIATRY CPU PC MAGIC PI66 21122BF6UGHZ 1997 $1,843.00 Beyond Repairs 
227466 HSC-L1BRARY CPU GATEWAY 2000 G6200 7097638 1997 $2,809.00 Beyond Repairs 
227476 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5166 6501462 1997 $2,275.00 Beyond Repairs 
227477 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5166 6501463 1997 $2,275.00 Beyond Repairs 
227478 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5166 6501464 1997 $2,275.00 Beyond Repairs 
227479 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5166 6501465 1997 $2,275.00 Beyond Repairs 
221480 COLLEGE OF NURSING COMPlTTER GATEWAY 2000 P5166 6501466 1997 $2,275.00 Beyond Repairs 
227488 SOM-AHECIINTERDISC CPU APPLE PM6500/300 XB735IAGACY 1998 $2,532.00 Beyond Repairs 
227624 HSC-LIBRARY CPU GATEWAY 2000 E3IIOP266 8602077 1998 $2,585.00 Beyond Repairs 
227625 HSC-LIBRARY CPU GA TEWA Y 2000 E3IIOP266 8602078 1998 $2,585.00 Beyond Repairs 
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228011 SOM-PS YCHIATRY MAGIC COMPlITER CASE PC MAGIC P200 21 I 22BF6UG 1998 $1,988.00 Obsolete 
228011 SOM·PSYCHIATRY CPU PC MAGIC P200 21122BF6UG 1998 $1,988.00 Beyond RepaiB 
228014 SOM-SURGERY CPU GATEWAY GATEWAY 2000 P5133 7360564 1998 $2,053.00 Beyond RepsiB 
228046 COMPUTING CENTERI CPU GATEWAY 2000 P90 3000183 1998 $3,112.00 Beyond RepaiB 
228401 CONTINUING EDUCAT FILE SERVER DELL PWEREDGE2200 BllYM 1998 $7,456.00 Beyond RepaiB 
228501 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY COMPlITER PC MAGIC K5166 CTROBOT 1998 $1,051.00 Beyond RepaiB 
228502 MEDIA TECHNOLOGY CPU COMPUTER PC MAGIC K5166 TSERVO 1998 $1,051.00 Beyond RepaiB 
228570 STUDENT PUBLICATIO COMPlITER SYSTEM DELL P5MMX200 BGVHW 1998 $2,472.00 Beyond RepaiB 
229304 SOM-PSYCHIATRY CPU PC MAGIC P200MMX 4021066 1998 $1,618.00 Beyond RepaiB 
229494 SOM-EMERGENCY ME MICRON CPU MICRON ANCHORAGE200 10284760001 1998 $1,885.00 Beyond RepaiB 
229508 SOM-FAMIL Y & COMM CPU COMPlITER VISTA P233MMX 14088 1998 $2,787.00 Beyond RepaiB 
230261 SOM-OBGYN SCANNER MlCROTEK SCANMAKER 1II S766739102A 1998 $1,365.00 Beyond RepaiB 
231078 SOM-EMERGENCY ME MIRON CPU MICRON P266 105340700001 1998 $3,016.00 Beyond RepaiB 
232219 HSC-L1BRARY CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 E3100-266 9982145 1998 $1,898.00 Beyond RepaiB 
232222 HSC·L1BRARY CPU GATEWAY 2000 E3100-266 9982148 1998 $1,898.00 Beyond RepaiB 
232227 HSC-LIBRARY CPU GATEWAY 2000 E3100-266 9982153 1998 $1,898.00 Beyond RepaiB 
232229 HSC-L1BRARY CPU GATEWAY 2000 E3100-266 9982155 1998 $1,898.00 Beyond RepaiB 
232234 HSC-L1BRARY CPU GATEWAY 2000 E3100-266 9982151 1998 $1,898.00 Beyond RepaiB 
239017 ANDERSON SCHOOL 0 COMPlITER MONITOR MAC 1600" 1200@85Hz S901001025 2000 $1,038.00 Beyond RepaiB 
239264 ENGINEERING STUDE CPU COMPUTER MPI AMDK-6PR2-200 15032 1998 $1,481.00 Beyond RepaiB 
239414 ANDERSONSCHooLO CPUCOMPUTER COMPAQ N/A R938CKT30002 2000 $1,455.00 Beyond RepaiB 
239743 HSC-CLINICAL CONTR CPU GATEWAY GATEWAY 2000 CSI024Nas TB 1834094858 2000 $2,100.00 Beyond RepaiB 
2-40497 SOM-ADMISSIONS & S CPU COMPUTER GATEWAY 2000 P5100 3294984 2000 $2,959.00 Beyond RepaiB 
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Count of Items to Auction 318 Cost of Items to Auction $1,250,430.00 
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TO: 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER 
UNM BOARD OF REGENTS 
FORMB 
FROM: HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL OPERATIONS BOARD 
SUBJECT: Recommendation to the Board of Regents to approve appointments to 
UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff 
For presentation at the Board of Regents' meeting on June 5, 2001. 
APPLICABLE REGENTS' POLICY: RPM 2.13.2 
REOUESTED ACTION: Approval of the appointments to the UNM Health Sciences 
Center Medical Staff. 
PERMANENT APPOINTMENTS: 
Anesthesiology 
Mark Rainosek, MD 
Emergency Medicine 
Kimberly Kresovich, MD 
Pathology 
Alexis Harris, MD 
Surgery 
Carl Lagerstrom, MD 
REAPPOINTMENTS 2001-2002: 
Pediatrics 
Elaine Bradshaw, MD 
James Fisk, MD 
Mark Pedrotty, PhD 
Psychiatry 
Karen Blatz, MD 
Surgery 
Stephen Beetstra, DDS 
Ronald Mitchell, MD 
• 
• 
• 
PENDING APPROVED BY THE HEAL TH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL 
OPERATIONS BOARD: June 1,2001. 
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL: 
William C. Gordon, Ph.D. 
President, University of New Mexico 
2 
• 
• 
• 
The University of New Mexico 
TOTAL FISCAL YEAR 2001-02 BUDGET $1.2 BILLION 
(8.1 % Increase Over 2000-01) 
The University of New Mexico 
CONSOLIDATED BUDGET 
2001-02 Operating Budget Plan 
Consolidated UNM Budget Includes: 
• Main Campus and Plant Funds 
• Health Sciences and Hospital 
• UNM-Gallup 
• UNM-Los Alamos 
• UNM-Taos 
• UNM-Valencia 
• 
• 
• 
The University of New Mexico 2001-02 Operating Budget Plan 
• State Appropriation Recurring Increase of 10.1 % 
Compared to 3.8% Increase for FY 2001 
• Resident Tuition and Fees Changes 
• Main Campus and Health Science 
- Undergrad 
- Grad 
- Pharm 
-- Law 
- Medicine 
• Branches 
- Gallup 
- Los Alamos 
..... Valencia 
8.3% 
8.3% 
8.3% 
10.0% 
10.0% 
14.3% 
6.3% 
5.6% 
The University of New Mexico 
CONSOLIDATED BUDGET 
2001-02 Operating Budget Plan 
• Total Operating Budget Increase of 8.1 0/0 
• Instruction and General Expenditure Changes 
• Main Campus 6.3% 
• Health Science 9.1 % 
• UNM-Gallup 9.4% 
• UNM-Los Alamos 4.9% 
• UNM-Taos 29.60/0 
• UNM-Valencia 6.8% 
2 
• 
• 
• 
University of New Mexico 
CONSOLIDATED BUDGET 
2001-02 Operating Budget Plan 
Compensation Increase: 
• Faculty and Staff 6.5% 
The University of New Mexia) 
Local 
5.3% 
Sales/Svc 
26.7% 
CONSOLIDATED REVENUES 
2001-02 Budget Total $1.2 Billion 
State-Oper 
20.7% 
Tuition/Fees 
6.3% 
5.7% 
3 
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• 
The University of New Mexico 
Hospital 
26.0% 
The University of New Mexico 
CONSOLIDATED EXPENSES 
2001-02 Budget Total $1.2 Billion 
Branches 
2.5% 
Plant 
Main Campus 
37.6% 
2001-02 Operating Budget Plan 
• Total Operating Budget Increase of 3.9% 
• Appropriation Increase of 6.0% 
• Formula I & G Increase 7.40/0 
4 
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• 
2001-02 Operating Budget Plan 
• Total Operating Budget Increase of 12.9% 
(Including Hospital) 
• University Hospital Increase of 21.60/0 
• Health Science Center Increase 5.3% 
• Appropriation Increase of 18.9% 
Includes Revenue from Tobacco Settlement and 
Cancer Center-NCI Designation 
• 10% Tuition & Fee Increase 
The University of New Mexicu 
BRANCH CAMPUSES 
2001-02 Operating Budget Plan 
• Total Operating Budget Increase 
• Gallup 
• Los Alamos 
• Valencia 
• Taos 
I & G Appropriation Increases 
• Gallup 
• Los Alamos 
• Valencia 
• Taos 
Tuition and Fee Increase-Resident 
• Gallup 
• Los Alamos 
12.4% 
4.1% 
6.9% 
23.8% 
8.1% 
9.5% 
14.3% 
23.2% 
5 
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The Un.iversity or New Mexico 
Local 
Sales/Svc 
26.7% 
The University of New Mexico 
Local 
5.3% 
Sales/Svc 
26.7% 
CONSOLIDATED REVENUES 
2001-02 Budget Total $1.2 Billion 
State-Oper 
20.7% 
Tuition/Fees 
6.3% 
3.6% 
90.0'% 
Branches 6.4'% 
Use of Balance 
CONSOLIDATED REVENUES 
2001-02 Budget Total $1.2 Billion 
State-Oper 
20.7% 
Grants/Contracts 
15.0% 
HS 40.3% 
Main 57.8% 
Branches 1.9% 
Tuition/Fees 
6.3% 
Use of Balance 
5.7% 
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University of New Mexico 
Sales/Svc 
26.7% 
The University of New Mexico 
CONSOLIDATED REVENUES 
2001-02 Budget Total $1.2 Billion 
State-Oper 
20.7% 
HS 32.2% 
Main 61.3% 
Tuition/Fees 
6.3 'Yo 
CONSOLIDA TED REVENUES 
2001-02 Budget Total $1.2 Billion 
State-Capital 
Local 1 
State-Oper 
20.7% 
5.3% 
Sales/Svc 
26.7% 
HS 78.5% 
Main 20.8% 
Branches 0.7% 
Grants/Contracts 
15.0% 
Tuition/Fees 
6.3% 
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University of New Mexico 
Hospital 
26.0% 
The University of New Mexico 
CONSOLIDATED EXPENSES 
2001-02 Budget Total $1.2 Billion 
Branches 
2.5% 
Plant 
Main Campus 
T--- 37.6% 
I&G 44.6'% 
Other 55.4% 
CONSOLIDATED EXPENSES 
2001-02 Budget Total $1.2 Billion 
Health Science 
25.7% 
I&G 20.2% 
Other 79.8% 
Hospital 
26.0% 
Branches 
2.5% 
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Hospital 
26.0% 
CONSOLIDATED EXPENSES 
2001-02 Budget Total $1.2 Billion 
I&G 
Other 
Plant 
Main Campus 
37.6% 
The University of New Mexico 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 
2001-02 Budget Total $98.3 Million 
Debt Service 19.3% 
Major 63.5% 
Minor Restr 1.3% 
Minor Unr 12.7'Yo 
Renewal & Replacement 3.2% 
9 
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The University of New Mexico 
CAPITAL REVENUES 
2001-02 Budget Total $98.3 Million 
22.7% 
Other 10.0% 
Private 4.3% 
The University of New Mexico 
TOTAL FISCAL YEAR 2001-02 BUDGET $1.2 BILLION 
(8.1 % Increase Over 2000-01) 
• • 
CURRENT YEAR REQUEST 
2002-2003 ACADEMIC YEAR ESTIMATED 
PROJECT COST 
AUXILIARY I OTHER 
'KNME BUILDING RENOVATION/ADDITION - $4,000,000 
PLANNING FUNDS 
UNIVERSITY STADIUM EXPANSION-
PHASES "I THRU V $16,620,000 
SUBTOTAL $20,620,000 
BRANCH CAMPUSES 
, GALLUP: 
INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS $1,500,000 
LOS ALAMOS: 
MAINTENANCE PLANT OPERATIONS BUILDING $450,000 
TAOS: 
EDUCATION CENTER - PHASE "I (TWO YEAR REQ.) $3,090,000 
VALENCIA: 
INSTRUCTIONAL FACILITY - PHASE I $1,697,000 
SUBTOTAL $6,737,000 
TOTAL $372,443,000 
6/5/01 
2002 STATE 
APPROPRIATION PREVIOUS 
REQUEST APPROPRIATION 
~ $100,000 $0 
$0 $5,175,000 
$100,000 $5,175,000 
$1,500,000 $0 
$337,500 $0 
$2,000,000 $0 
, ) 
$1,273,000 $0 
$5,110,500 $0 
$63,039,300 $17,995,000 
• 
OTHER 
FUNDS 
$0 
$11,445,000 
$11,445,000 
$0 
$112,500 
$0 
$424,000 
$536,500 
$34,234,700 
" I 
'7 
C) 
~ 
• • • 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
CAPITAL OUTLAY PROJECTS 
4TH YEAR REQUEST 2005 STATE , 
2005-2006 ACADEMIC YEAR ESTIMATED APPROPRIATION PREVIOUS OTHER 
PROJECT COST REQUEST APPROPRIATION FUNDS 
INSTITUTION - WIDE 
CORE BUILDING RENEWAL (SIX YEAR PLAN) $41,200,000 $7,000,000 $21,000,000 $0 
SUBTOTAL $41,200,000 $7,000,000 $21,000,000 $0 
MAIN CAMPUS ACADEMIC 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY BUILDING $18,540,000 $18,040,000 $500,000 $0 
LOGAN HALL RENOVATION (PSYCHOLOGy) $2,060,000 $2,060,000 $0 $0 
SUBTOTAL $20,600;000 $20,100,000 $500,000 $0 
HEAL TH SCIENCES CENTER ACADEMIC 
PATIENT CARE EQUIPMENT $2,000,000 $2,000,000 $0 $0 
CANCER CENTER CLINICAL REMODEL $2,030,000 $2,030,000 $0 $0 
SUBTOTAL $4,030,000 $4,030,000 $0 $0 
BRANCH CAMPUSES 
.LOS ALAMOS: 
INSTRUCTIONAL FACILITY - PHASE I $1,205,000 $903,750 $0 $301,250 
SUBTOTAL $1,205,000 $903,750 $0 $301,250 
TOTAL $67,035,000 $32,033,750 $21,500,000 $301,250 
6/5/01 
The University of New Mexico 
BOARD of REGENTS 
The UNM Hospitals 
3-Year Plan, Operating Budget/and. 
Capital Budget for FY 2002 
June 5, 2001 
~ 
\ 
'0 
C) 
----
Budget 
THOUSANDS Actual Actual Revision Budget Forecast Forecast 
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 
NEf PATIENT REVENUE* 
Net Patient $ 171,489 
.... 
$ 187,881 $ 203,951 $ 211,927 $ 230,639 $ 244,832 
Cost Report Settlements 940 9,352 1,163 
COUNTY TAXES ~ 27,658 28,765 30,041 51,426 52,969 54,558 
INTEREST INCOME ~, 3,142 2,012 4,588 3,500 2,090 2,056 
OTHER REVENUES \ ,\' 1 13,460 14,306 11,713 11,121 11,500 11,750 
, 1\ J 
OPERA TING REVENUES \~~; 216,689 242,316 251,456 277,974 297,198 313,196 
> lJ\' 
Jvt 
EXPENSES 212,189 230,790 243,456 267,854 286,320 301,561 
/ 
NEf MARGIN BEFORE TRANSFER 4,500 11,526 8,000 10,120 10,878 11,635 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL TRANSFER 7,000 8,141 8,000 8,138 10,600 9,030 
NEfMARGIN $ (2,500) $ 3,385 $ $ 1,982 $ 278 $ 2,605 
:I< Includes Provision for Bad Debt 
Budget 
THOUSANDS Actual Actual Revision Budget Foreca~t Forecast 
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 
ASSETS 
CASH AND INVES1MENTS * 42,349 38,478 49,178 42,244 42,546 42,503 
ACCTS RECEIVABLES & OllIER 63,142 76,023 65,209 70,629 72,220 72,224 
FIXED ASSETS 60,058 64,244 68,374 77,786 79,097 78,279 
TOTAL ASSETS 165,549 178,745 182,761 190,659 193,863 193,006 
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES / 
CURRENT LIABILITES 26,880 36,214 36,100 32,604 34,219 31,575 
FUND BAlANCES 138,669 142,531 '" 146,661 158,055 159,644 161,431 
TOTAL 165,549 178,745 182,761 190,659 193,863 193,006 
J oint Ventures are included with Other Assets 
S;\F P ~nd A\LongRange Plan\[3year plan, 1'y2002, steve_v52 I 0 I.xls]8S 
. , 
Budget 
THOUSANDS Actual Actual Revision Budget Fore'cast Forecast 
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 
EXCESS REVENUES (2,500) 3,385 1,982 278 2,605 
DEPRECIA TION 8,603 9,449 10,870 12,588 14,689 16,818 
(INCREASE) / DECREASE IN (7,365) (12,464) 14,944 (2,000) 4,950 (4,110) 
CURRENT ASSETS 
INCREASE / (DECREASE) IN 5,057 9,199 (114) 3,496 (1,615) 2,644 
LIABILlTIES 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (13,822) (13,440) (15,000) (23,000) (l~~QOO) _ (18,000) 
NErCASHPROYmEDBY (10,027) (3,871) 10,700 (6,934)/ / 302 (43) 
/ (USED IN) OPERA TrONS 
BEGlNNINGCASH & INVESTMENTS .. 52,376 42,349 38,478 49,178 42,244 42,546 
ENDING CASH AND INVESTMENTS .. 42,349 38,478 . 49,178 42,244 42,546 42,503 
.. Cash and Investments Excludes Joint Ventures totalling $10.0 M. 
Joint Ventures are included with Other Assets 
'S:\F P and A\LongRange Plan\[3yearplan, :fY2002, steve_v52101.xls]CF 
EQUIPMENT 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
RENOVATIONS and 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
TOTAL 
FYOO 
BUDGET 
4,247,352 
5,698,291 
5,054,357 
$-15,000,QOO $ 
FYOI 
BUDGET 
4,200,000 
5,000,000 
5,800,000' 
15,000,000 $ 
FY2002 
FY02 
BUDGET 
5,400,000 
5,000,000 
12,600,000 
23,000,000 

REVISED 
(In thousands) BUDGET BUDGET 
FY1998 FY1999· FY2000 FY2001 FY2002 
NET OPERATING REVENUE 208,405 216,689 242,316 251,456 277,973 
EXPENSES 205,664 212,189 230,790 243,456 267,854 
NET MARGIN BEFORE TRANSFER 2,741 4,500 11,526 8,000 10,119 
/ 
INTER GOV'T TRANSFER 9,164 7,000 - 8,142 8,000 8,137 
NET MARGIN .(6,423) .. (2,500) 3,384 1,982 
BUDGEr BUDGEr PERCENT 
2001 FY2002 CHANGE CHANGE 
Salaries & Wages $ 99,253,953 $ 108,472,094 $ 9,218,141 9.3% 
Benefits 17,809,542 20,961,400 3,151,858 17.7% 
COMP"ENSATION 117,063,496 129,433,494 12,369,998 10.6% 
Supplies 46,029,048 45,956,954 (72,094) -0.2% 
Professional & Mgt Services .~~ 31,084,081 32,511,906 1,427,825 4.6% Utilities 3,781,608 3,767,919 (13,689) -0.4% Capital and Equipment 15,358,553 17,916,424 2,557,871 16.7% 
Other 5,018,016 5,673,109 655,093 13.1% 
OTHER EXPENSIS l.,hJ' 101,271,306 105,826,312 A,555,006 4.5% 
Housestaff 10,985,386 11,933,758 948,372 8.6% 
UCP / Patient Services 12,343,95~ 18,682,380 6,338,424 51.3% 
Pathology 300,000 300,000 O,()% 
Institutional Allocation 1,491,438 1,678,304 186,866 12.5% 
~CJOThITPROGRAM 25,120,781 32,594,442 7,473,661 29.8% 
OPERATING EXPENSIS $ 243,455,583 $ 267,854,248 $ 24,398,665 10.0% 
0 0 0 0 
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TOTAL 
CTH CPH MHC CASAA UH HSC (excl CRTC) 
PATIENT REVENUES 6,732,786 7,585,161 5,542,396 462,779 211,926,700 232,249,822 
OTHER REVENUES 4,326,672 5,476,102 4,295,494 3,495,852 11,121,390 28,715,510 
INVESTMENT REVENl 3,500,000 3,500,000 
MILL LEVY 6,742,891 51,425,783 58,168,674 
OPERATING REVEl 11,059,458 13,061,263 16,580,781 3,958,631 277,973,873 322,634,006 
OPERATING EXPENSI 11,774,268 12,989,263 16,567,966 3,958,631 267,854,246, 313,144,374 
INTER GOVT TRANSF 8,137,500 8,137,500 
NET MARGIN (714,810) 72,000 12,815 1,982,127 1,352,132 
* MHC does not include Rape Crisis or Albuquerque Metropolitan Central Intake 
